SHAREBOX XLoftu
External sharing Add-on for Alfresco
Key Features
•

Unique access links

•

Share to multiple users

•

Configurable expiry dates

•

Customizable e-mail
notifications

•

Easy upload and download

•

Dedicated external UI

•

Built-in Previewer

•

Auditable actions
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Share your content with external users,
easily and securely. Collaboration has
never been this efficient.
ShareBox for Alfresco allows internally hosted content to be
safely shared with external users, as well as letting them upload content, easily and efficiently. There’s not even any need to
create an account and sign in; it’s all handled with unique e-mail
tokens. ShareBox features the highest industry standard in security practices, so you can share and collaborate with peace of
mind. Perhaps you need an easy way to share contracts during
negotiations, distribute software to your clients, or maybe you’re
remodelling the office and need to send the floor plans to the
architects. Either way, ShareBox is perfect for you.
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Perfect for
managing
contract
negotiations.

User-friendly
interface with
efficient e-mail
access.

The Power Of Sharebox
No more convoluted sharing solutions every time
your need to work with outsiders. No more risking
security breaches for your critical data. With ShareBox, your workflow will be more efficient than ever.
Allow us to explain how it works.
Efficient And Secure
With ShareBox installed, you can click on any
folder hosted on your Alfresco server and select it
for external sharing. There are a variety of settings
available to perfectly suit your needs:
•

Decide whether external users can upload content

•

Set expiry date on sharing

•

Write a custom message

•

Enter one or more recipient e-mail addresses

Once the folder is shared, the external users
receive an e-mail containing a personal access
link. There’s no need to worry about unauthorized sharing; once the link is opened it becomes
exclusively tied to that computer and browser and
cannot be opened anywhere else. You can change
the sharing settings at any time, as well as completely cancel it, immediately revoking access from
external users.
User-Friendly Interface
On activating the link, external users directly access a dedicated interface that is elegant, informative and easy to use regardless of previous experience. The interface is mobile-friendly and displays
thumbnails of all content. It also allows you to add
corporate identity via configuration.

Stay In Control
All actions taken in ShareBox are completely
auditable. Internal users will see a banner next to
content by external users, showing when and by
who it was uploaded.
Administrators can set a limit on the depth of
sub-folders that can be shared, which prevents
accidental over-sharing. Certain content types
or documents can be set to never appear in any
ShareBox folder.

Service And Support
As with every software purchase, you’ll probably
need some assistance and support to get you
started. If you need help that you cannot find in
our detailed installation guide, we will gladly walk
you through how ShareBox will fit in your network
infrastructure, and help you choose the best
settings for your organizational needs.
With your purchase of ShareBox comes regular
updates, expeditious fixes for any issues you report, and all new features as we add them based
on customer feedback.
If you’re still in doubt that ShareBox is right for
you, we can set up a trial on our Showcase server, or even let you do an on-premise trial before
finalizing your purchase.
ShareBox is available for both Alfresco Enterprise and Community
Editions and supports the latest version of Alfresco One.

Through the interface, users can view all content, as well as download either individual files,
or complete folders in the form of ZIP-files. If the
internal user has allowed it, they will also be able
to upload their own content. Everyone with access
to the folder will be notified of any new content at
a customizable interval.
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Secure
sharing
without
the fuss.
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Contact us today!
We’re happy to answer any questions and
provide a ShareBox demo for you.
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